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Abstract. Enterprise modeling is an important and widespread activity in managing enterprises. A well-founded conceptualization of its value is however
missing so far which can be traced back to different understandings of constituents of enterprise modelling. Addressing these different perspectives, we propose to take a service-centric perspective to determine the value of enterprise
modelling. We describe the benefits of this perspective and justify our positioning regarding a service-centric perspective.
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1 Introduction
In computer science and information systems development, modelling is an important
activity which is used for different purposes, like capturing requirements, visualizing
established work processes, specifying system design, expressing information structures, defining variables and their dynamics for simulation purposes, specifying interaction sequences, and many more. In general, the need for modelling is acknowledged
and models as a result of the modelling process are established artefacts in systems
engineering and development of organizational improvements. In this context, enterprise modelling is used to understand the current situation of an organization, prepare
organizational improvements and information systems development or to plan for
strategic decision making, to name just a few examples. In general, an enterprise
model consists of different perspectives required for the modelling purpose at hand,
each focusing on a particular aspect of the enterprise, e.g. processes, business rules,
concepts/information, vision/goals, and actors.
Despite this large spectrum of modelling purposes and use cases, the value of
enterprise modelling in particular has not yet been subject of extensive research (see
Section 2). In this position paper we argue that a new perspective on the value of
enterprise modelling is required. Enterprise modelling shows characteristics of the

service-dominant (S-D) interpretation of services. An example is that S-D logic
proposes value creation together with the customer which is the case in enterprise
modelling as creation of a model in many cases happens in cooperation between
modeller and the enterprise under consideration (cf. section 3).
The main contributions are (a) a summary of existing research work on the value of
enterprise modelling and why this motivates additional work, (b) an outline of a
service-oriented perspective and of work required to address this perspective. The
remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 motivates the need for a
value discussion in enterprise modelling, which includes a brief summary of existing
work in the field. Section 3 presents initial thought on a service-centric perspective on
the value of enterprise modelling. Section 4 gives an outlook on future work.

2 The Need for a Value Discussion
2.1
The Deficit of Works on “Value” and the Lacking Consensus on the
Constituents of Enterprise Modeling
The value of modelling in general and of enterprise modelling in particular has not yet
been subject of extensive research A few research activities lead to work on the perceived value of modelling [6], the return on modelling [7], organizational change
aspects on modelling [8] and specific economic aspects of modelling (e.g. [5], [23]).
The potential benefits of enterprise modelling in various situations in enterprises are a
topic in decision sciences, information systems and accounting information systems
research (see, e.g., the recent review of [9]). The idea is that the provision of an external model facilitates the evolvement of mental models among decision makers that
are necessary to understand the broader picture of decisions and thus make better
decisions [10]. However, a comprehensive and generally accepted framework for
defining and determining the value of modelling so far has not been proposed.
Among the reasons for this deficit are the different perspectives on “value” and the
different perspectives of what is considered as part of “modelling”. The scientific
literature on enterprise modelling offers several aspects as constituents of enterprise
modelling (see, e.g., [4], [3] and [2]), like
 the modelling procedure, sometimes referred to as the modelling method, concerns
the way to perform the modelling and the creation of models,
 the result of modelling, i.e. the model, and the value of the model for the organization and the individual,
 the tool support and infrastructure for supporting the use of modelling method or
the use of models, and
 the organizational structures and processes establishing modelling within an organization as an organizational task.
However, not all scholars in the field agree on all of the above constituents of
enterprise modelling. Some researchers consider constructional and functional
structures as part of modelling methods and argue that this cannot be separated [11].
Other scholars emphasize the importance of meta-models and modelling languages

for capturing different perspectives [12]. Tool support is often seen as inseparable
manifestation of modelling approaches and notations [13], but in other research work
as aid to support modelling [2]. Organisational structures and role descriptions often
are neglected in enterprise modelling approaches.
Due to this plethora of topics and concepts, a recent study among enterprise
modelling experts suggests that one of the most important topics of future research
has to be research on components of enterprise modelling. “To a great extent, this can
be explained in that the variety of different components […] exhibit a high degree of
complexity of the subject area, which needs to be reduced in future research efforts”
[14]. Therefore, research should focus on the different types of models, modelling
methods and modelling tools.
2.2
The Need for a New Perspective in the Enterprise Modelling Value
Discussion
The research challenge gets even more complex when taking the definition and measurement of “value” into account. “Value” is considered as “one of the most overused
and misused concepts […] in management literature” [24] that is still subject of scientific debate (e.g., at the VMBO workshop series [25]). Business administration research uses various meanings of the term “value”. For instance, accountancy calculates the value of a good based on the costs that incur by its production [15][16], or at
times the value of the good is put on the same level with the market price [17][18].
Cost theory identifies the value of a good by analysing opportunity costs [19[. In
contrast, business studies that are more oriented towards behavioural sciences regard
the value as the value of benefit from the customer point of view. This in turn is differentiated in value in transaction, value in use and value in context [20]. The value in
transaction is – from a simplified perspective – identical to the market price. Though,
this perspective disregards that customers’ willingness to pay is not always identical
with the actual price paid. By now, value in transaction is therefore rather defined by
the willingness to pay. The value of a good ultimately equals the benefit that arises in
the utilization phase of the good, whereas the willingness to pay corresponds to the
expectation of benefit that customers assume in the utilization phase. Hence, the willingness to pay does not equal the value in use which cannot be identified until the use
of the good has progressed. Further it has to be noted that when identifying the value
of the good, the value in use is highly dependent on the context. An enterprise model
will likely generate a different value in use for a major corporation than for a small
enterprise.
These considerations illustrate that different perspectives are needed for the
identification of the value of enterprise models and likewise diverse methods of
measurement need to be implemented. While costs and accountancy-driven
measurements can easily be done on the basis of cost or market price analyses
[16][17], measurements of the value in transaction, the value in use and the value in
context may require social-psychological methods (surveys, interviews, experiments)
[21][22]. Since such methods measure the value that an individual ascribes to
modelling (models, methods or tools), attention needs to be paid to transform such
individual valuations to a person-independent organizational or even social level.

The above situation in research on value of enterprise modelling calls for a change
in perspective and a different way of thinking in order to achieve substantial progress
in the field. We propose to take a service-centric perspective originating from Service
Science, which can be considered as a promising source of inspiration due to its
interdisciplinary nature: “Service Science, also known as Service Science,
Management, Engineering, and Design (SSMED), aims to be a new, interdisciplinary
approach to study, improve, create, and innovate in service” [26].

3
Conceptualizing the Value of Enterprise Modelling from a
Service-centric and Stakeholder-based Perspective
3.1 Enterprise Modelling Value from a Service-centric Perspective
Considering enterprise modelling and its value from a service-centric perspective has
substantial innovation potential since it inherently introduces a multi-disciplinary
approach due to the multidisciplinary nature of Service Science [26]. This novel
thinking disrupts the current situation of disparate, conceptually not aligned and largely incompatible research activities and has the potential to lead to a breakthrough that
would not be possible from a mono-disciplinary viewpoint.
The analysis of existing research work showed that so far a service-centric
perspective has not been taken when considering the value of enterprise modelling.
Vargo and Lusch [1] define services as the application of specialized competences
(knowledge and skills) through deeds, processes, and performances for the benefit of
another entity or the entity itself. Value considerations in the context of Service
Science and the Service Dominant Logic (S-D logic) usually include the potential,
process and result perspective on value.
Enterprise modelling shows significant characteristics of the S-D-interpretation of
services. S-D logic proposes value creation together with the customer which is the
case as the purpose of the enterprise model is to be used by someone and creation of a
model in many cases happens in cooperation between modeller and client, e.g. representatives from the enterprise under consideration. From an economics perspective,
modelling is information processing as information is gathered, created, transformed
and combined. The value and benefits of modelling can be considered from potential
(existence of the model, method or tool), process (usage of the model, method, or
tool) and result (outcome of the use of a model, method or tool) perspective.
3.2 Enterprise Modelling Value from a Stakeholder-based Perspective
The service-centric perspective as introduced in the previous section alone will probably not be sufficient for a holistic view on the value of enterprise modelling since the
mutual dependencies and effects of potential, execution and results as well as the
organizational management and individual stakeholder perspectives are not sufficiently covered. We have to take into account that different stakeholders value not only the
finished enterprise model but also the process of enterprise modelling. The reason is

that often are members of the modelling team and therefore get insights into the modelling process. We suppose that these insights are also valuable for the enterprise.
Thus, the value of enterprise models arises from the model itself but also from the
modelling process.
3.3 Integration of the two Perspectives
Combining the propositions of the two sections before, we create an integrated view
on enterprise modelling value depicted by Fig. 1. It illustrates our proposition to differentiate between various service-centric and stakeholder-based perspectives on
enterprise modelling value.

Fig. 1. Enterprise Modelling Value from a Service-centric and Stakeholder-based Perspective

The service-centric perspectives are implemented in the horizontal dimension of
Fig. 1. Columns have been structured in two dichotomous areas of model development
and continuous model use. Already in the model development-area, it is important to
conceptualize the different values according to the service-centric perspectives. In
more detail, the potential-perspective covers values at the point in time where a model
not (yet) exists, the process-perspective covers values arising during model construction and the result-perspective covers values at the point in time where the model
creation has been completed. In contrast to that, in the continuous model use-area, the
service-centric perspectives occur in a highly interlinked manner. This is depicted by
three arrows forming a cycle in the rightmost column of Fig. 1. It means that each
time a model is used, values in all perspectives may occur. In this way, the potentialperspective covers values before a model is used, the process-perspective covers
values arising while the model is in use and the result-perspective covers values that
can be determined after a model has been used.
The stakeholder-based perspectives are implemented in the vertical dimension of
Fig. 1 using one row per stakeholder. Among the stakeholders whose perception of

value has to be understood are, to take some examples, decision makers in enterprises,
IT experts with a focus on enterprise modelling methods and models, domain experts
for modelling problems under consideration and members of modelling projects.
3.4 Examples for Describing Values
Using our integrated view, different detailed benefits can be described in the cells of
the resulting table. Examples for this are shown as B1-B4 (cf. Fig. 1). In addition,
more coarse-grained questions can be raised involving the constituents of enterprise
modelling identified in Section 2.1 as a whole, such as:
 Models: How do existing models create value covering the potential value of models, the value in use by employees and the value added as outcome of using models?
 Methods: How is the value of modelling methods composed by the contributions of
different method components and what would be approaches for determining the
value of a method from a service-centric perspective?
 Tools: How do modelling tools create value covering the potential value of tools,
the perceived value in use and the long-term value added as outcome of tool usage?
Moreover, a huge potential for research lies in exploring the value of the whole
process of enterprise modelling taking into account the interdependencies between
model, method, and tool value and furthermore the moderating and mediating effects
of enterprise modelling contexts.

4 Outlook
This paper calls for a service-centric and stakeholder-based perspective in determining the value of enterprise modelling. As such, we propose a first high-level proposal
how such a value discussion should be structured. Using the proposed integrated
view, the following research topics should be addressed:
 Understanding of the determinants of how enterprise models, methods and tools
should be designed to provide a maximum of value for decision makers in companies.
 Identification of interdependencies between method-value, model-value and toolvalue (value-in-use).
 Identification of contextual drivers of integrated value creation.
 Understanding of value offer and value creation of a model, method or tool as a
whole and the contributions of different constituents to their value (method value
model).
The direction of addressing these topics should be to change the view of the
scientific community regarding the value of enterprise modelling from a servicecentric perspective. This should include a conceptualization what the value of

enterprise modelling actually is and this conceptualization has to cover the method or
modelling process, the model as an artefact, the tools and organizational context.
The overall aim should be to develop an empirically validated and accepted
framework for determining the value of enterprise modelling and its constituents that
supports enterprises and method developers. Such a framework can change the way of
decision making in what contexts modelling is advisable and contribute to
improvement of methods and notations. It would have to come with subsequent
methods for determining the actual value and improvement potential of a given
enterprise model, method and tool as well as management methods to create and
enhance the value of enterprise modelling (concepts for value creation).
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